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About This Game

A Virtual Reality Cricket Game for the HTC Vive that emerges you right in the heart of the cricketing action. You find yourself
in the middle facing a variety of bowlers from fast paced seam to off spin and leg spin as you try to hit a record score and join

the Honours Board.

Play against friends in this immersive environment taking it in turns to out do each others scores.

Features include:

- Village, County and International options for difficulty levels
- Slow, Medium, Fast Medium, Fast, Off Spin and Leg Spin bowling options

- In game crowd noise and reaction to shots
- Digital score board showing latest scores

- Honours board showing all time highest scores
- Separate view for friends watching on a screen that shows bowling MPH, strike rate, team total etc...

- Left and Right hand settings
- Varying speed, line and length from each bowler

A very enjoyable and realistic batting challenge for any cricket fan with more features being added all the time. The game
makes use of the HTC Vive's hand held controllers to put a realistic bat in your hands so you feel like you're actually batting,

rather than playing a computer game with a traditional controller.
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Title: Balls! Virtual Reality Cricket
Genre: Sports
Developer:
Karl Binder, David Nestoruk
Publisher:
stickee
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10, 64 bit

Graphics: GTX 970 and above

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Terrible plus after doors have closed it still looks like they are open.. My 3 year old daughter loves this game. She has beat it
twice now.. "No downloadable content avalable" - Crapcom strikes again.. 30 hours of fun for \u20ac3,99. Ain't not that bad.
Great puzzle game, working fine on win7 and no bugs detected!!!. I really love the new helos, side missions and the advanced
flight model :)
Steering a helicopter feels like a totally new game right now and the training courses offer a good possibility to get in touch with
the new content.

The Karts DLC is a nice "gag" and offers quite some fun when running for the fastest lap ;-)

I m really looking forward to the second part being released with the Marksmen DLC!

In Addition:
Great opportunity to support the devs keeping their work up and the player base together, because everyone can play the content
(but not steer the Helos themselves which is only capable for DLC-owners).. Disharmony is an excellent expansion pack to a
fantastic game that adds a lot of things that were missing from the base game, the one problem I have with Disharmony is the
Harmony themselves, they aren't properly balanced with the other races and tend to be drastically weaker than everyone else.
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i love this game idc if im a boy playing it cause its awesome. my favorite is belle. Like a few of the other reviewers have said,
this is the first time I've purchased an addon at full price. Well worth it: the amount of detail here is extreme, and all of the west
suburban downtowns are lovingly crafted, especially Naperville and Downers Grove.

If you're familiar with the BNSF\/Metra, this is a must-have. Period.. If you're on Windows 10 and the game crashes as soon as
it starts: For me, it was due to the engine not supporting 1440p. I changed my desktop resolution to 1080p and it runs just fine.

The Ball is a fun puzzler game that's not too difficult. It would basically be a casual game if it were not for the introduction of
enemies about an hour in. Combat is honestly the games weakest point. I'm not even sure if the combat was needed. It does give
a nice change of pace from the light puzzle solving, but the mechanic's not fleshed out enough to make it worth it.

But I digress... The game is good. I had a fun time playing it. Would definitely recommend!. I\u00b4m not even sure, where to
start with this.

This game feels like an alpha version with bugs everywhere. It isn\u00b4t even flagged early access.

I played like 50 minutes and didn\u00b4t even finish act 1 because I got stuck the second time. Later, i watched a gameplay-
video on youtube, only to realize: there is nothing more to this game.
It literally ends after act 1.

Act 2 is called a "free dlc" coming in winter.

This is when i uninstalled the game and asked for a refund.
Usually it costs 10\u20ac, but even the 5\u20ac i paid on wintersale are to much for an unfinished game with this little content.
. Having a lot of fun with my GF on Local Coop. It's just like playing Hotline Miami, but it adds a great deal of RPG elements.
Me like it.
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